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Computers – A Boon for the Education Sector 

 

Education  (1)  is among those sectors that have benefitted  (2)  from the 

 

  (3)  of computers and internet.   (4)   the earlier times when the 

students had to take out time to visit the library and surf through rows of books for hours and 

then collate the necessary information to  (5)   their notes, these days everything is just a 

click away. The time  (6)  in going to the library and  (7)  and collating important 

information can now be used in studying and learning the same. Distance learning has also 

been made easy with the help of computers. Students can now attend coaching and  (8) 

 courses via video lectures and online coaching. Computer and internet has also made it 

easier for the students to find out about the future  (9)   of various professions and 

choose their career path accordingly. Not just students, computers have also made things 

easier for the teachers. They also  (10)  all the information about all they require right 

on their computer screen.   (11)  sharing and  (12)  has also become much 

easier. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

1. A section B part C system D sector E item 

2. A immensely B hugely C huge D immense E largely 

3. A adventure B accent C advent D readvent E accident 

4. A like B unlike C as D unlikely E unfortunately 

5. A note B describe C order D prepare E check 

6. A wasted B spended C unwasted D depicted E gone 

7. A seeking B searching C reinvestigating D researching E investigating 

8. A follow B seek C pursue D peek E look 

9. A generations B prospects C prosperities D followers E locations 

10. A acquire B obtain C get D take E bring 

11. A knowledge B advice C information D data E instruction 

12. A innovation B innovative Cinnovatively D innovator E progressive 

 

Social Media 

 

Social media basically means   (1)  human communication or sharing information on 

internet that occurs  (2)  the medium of computer, tablet or mobile. There    (3) 

 numerous websites and apps that make it possible. Social media is 

now becoming   (4)   of the largest means   (5)  

 communication and is gaining popularity rapidly. Social media 

enables you   (6)   share ideas, content, information and news etc. at 

a much faster speed. In last few years social media has grown tremendously at an 

unexpectedly fast rate and has captured millions of users around the world We live in a time 

and age where information is just a button press away. We are swayed  (7) 

 information all around us. We millennials want to know, read, 

understand and then speak our minds about it. That is where social media comes into play. 

Social media is one of the biggest elements  (8)  we live with and cannot ignore it.  

 

 



 

Social media is collection of websites, applications and other platforms that enable us to share 

or create content and also helps us to participate in social networking. Social media is not 

limited to blogging and sharing pictures, there are lot of strong tools also that social media 

provides. That is because that the impact of social media is very high and far reaching. It can 

make or break images. However, social media is a topic of controversy today. Many feel it’s 

 (9)  boon, but there is a majority who feels that it is a curse. Mostly people feel that 

social media has destroyed human interaction  (10)  a rapid rate and has modified 

modern human relationships. But there are others who feel that it is a blessing that has 

connected us to every part of the world, we can meet our loved ones that are  (11)  , 

we can spread awareness through it, we can send security warnings etc. There is a lot that 

social media can do. But it is an unarguable fact the presence of social media has made our 

lives convenient, easier and much faster. Social media plays a big role in our lives today. We 

have the access to any kind of information at just a button push away. Anything that is so 

vastly expanded has both positives and negatives related to it. The power of social media is 

very high and has its effects on each individual. It is difficult to imagine our lives with social 

media today and we do pay a price  (12)  excessive use. There is a lot of debate 

about the effects of social media on the society  (13)  a whole. Some feel that it’s a 

boon whereas other feels that it is a curse. 

 

1. A neither B any C or D of E though 

2. A one B the C through D to E from 

3. A were B was C are D is E am 

4. A the B one C a D once E since 

5. A in B at C of D from E for 

6. A to B from C the D for E in 

7. A through B from C to D as E by 

8. A the B that C to D from E though 

  



 

9. A this B that C the D an E a 

10. A with B to C about D from E as 

11. A at B on C in D far E from 

 

12. A in B from C for D as E to 

13. A to B from C as D at E and 

 

  Freedom of Speech 

 

 Freedom of Speech is  (1)  to be a basic right that every person must be   (2)  to. It is 

among the seven  (3)  rights given to the citizens of India by the Indian constitution. It 

forms a part of the Right to Freedom that includes the freedom of speech and expression, right to 

life and liberty, freedom of  (4)  , freedom of   (5)  , right to practice any profession, 

freedom to  (6)   unions,     associations or cooperatives, protection in regard 

to conviction in  (7)   and protection against arrest in some cases. Freedom of 

speech is essential for the all round growth and development of a person as well as a nation as a 

whole. Imposing restriction on what one speaks or hears can hamper the development of a person. 

It can even create  (8)  and dissatisfaction that leads to stress. A nation  (9)  people 

full of discontent can never grow in the right direction.Freedom of Speech gives way to open 

discussions that helps in  (10)  of ideas which is essential for the growth of the society. It is also 

essential to express one’s  opinion about the political system of the country. When the government 

knows that it is being monitored and can be challenged or criticized for the steps it is taking, it 

acts more responsibly. Freedom of speech gives the power to raise voice against any kind of 

injustice happening around. The governments of the countries that offer Right to Information and 

Opinion and Freedom of Speech and Expression must also welcome the opinions and ideas of 

their citizens and be receptive to change. 

 

1. A considered B thought C found D affected E regared 

2. A noticed B entitled C titled D termed E noted 

3. A foundation B base C essential D groundwork E fundemental 

4. A conduct B action C motion D movement E departure 

5. A resident B irresident C residence D irresidence E residency 

6. A shape B form C manage D create E protect 

  



 

7. A crimes B errors C offences D trendies E felonies 

8. A uncomfortable B discomfort C comfort D comfortable E comfy 

9. A filled with B associated with C confirm that D deal with E get on well with 

10. A expell B depart C change D exchange E alter 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

ANSWER KEY 

 

COMPUTER                                                                                          

 

1. D sector 

2. A immensely 

3. C advent 

4. B unlike 

5. D prepare 

6. A wasted 

7. B searching 

8. C pursue 

9. B prospect 

10. C get 

11. A knowledge 

12. A innovation 

 

SOCIAL MEDIA 

1. B any 

2. C through 

3. C are 

4. B one 

5. C of 

6. A to 

7. E by 

8. B that 

  



 

9. E a 

10. A with 

11. D far 

12. C for 

13. C as    

 

FREEDOM OF SPEECH 

1. A considered 

2. B entitled 

3. E fundemental 

4. D movement 

5. C residence 

6. B form 

7. C offences 

8. D discomfort 

9. A filled with 

10. D exchange 
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